
Fig.1 Diagram of mHASTE. Tp was introduced to enhance dynamic 
averaging. θ1 and θ2 were 180° refocusing pulses. 

Fig.2 Source images superimposed with activation 
(upper) and intrinsic SNR maps (lower) of one 
subject, acquired using GE-EPI, SE-EPI and 
mHASTE, respectively. 

Fig.3 (a) Activated voxel distribution histogram vs. ΔS/S, and (b) scatter plot of 
ΔS/S of activated voxels vs. normalized signal of one subject. 
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Introduction: Echo planar imaging (EPI) is widely used in fMRI due to its high 
sensitivity to T2* contrast and high temporal resolution to capture the BOLD response. 
However, susceptibility variations and eddy currents can result in signal voids, image 
distortion and ghosting, limiting EPI’s applicability in some brain regions. Additionally, T2* 
changes in the down stream of veins can lead to pseudo-activation that are away from the 
location of actual neuronal activity, which compromises functional localization. Over the 
past years, turbo spin echo (TSE) has been demonstrated capable of BOLD signal detection 
[1-4]. With multiple refocusing pulses, TSE is robust against susceptibility artifacts and 
carries more weighting towards dynamic averaging effects around microvascular networks. 
To address the issue with temporal resolution, TSE fMRI has been performed with parallel 
imaging techniques such as SENSE [2]. 
Despite these developments, the nature 
of TSE BOLD signal, as a combination 
of blood oxygenation, hemodynamic 
modulation, intravascular (IV) and 
extravascular (EV) contributions, and 
intrinsic characteristics of TSE signals, 
are yet to be explored. In this study, we 
have used a modified HASTE 
(mHASTE; Fig.1) sequence with 
GRAPPA [3] to investigate the TSE 
BOLD signal characteristics and 
compared the results with EPI.  
Methods: Five healthy volunteers 
with written consent participated in 
this study. Visual stimuli consisted of 
3 blocks of 20s rest followed by 20s of 8Hz flickering black and white checkerboard. All data were acquired on a Siemens Tim Trio 3T system (Siemens Medical 
Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with a product 12-channel head coil. In order to enhance BOLD contrast by increasing dynamic averaging, an extra preparation time (Tp 
in Fig.1) was introduced to a commercial HASTE sequence. The data acquisition parameters were: TR/TE=2000/82ms, matrix size = 64x64, FOV=220mm, Tp=50ms, 
echo spacing=6.42ms and number of slices = 8 (covering the visual cortex). To achieve a temporal resolution comparable to EPI as well as reducing SAR, GRAPPA was 
used with an acceleration factor of 3, resulting in an ETL of 15. For comparison, fully sampled GE-EPI and SE-EPI BOLD images were also acquired with parameters 
close to those used in the mHASTE sequence, except for that TE=30ms and excitation angle=70° (the Ernst angle) for GE-EPI and TE=80ms for SE-EPI. All images 
were processed using SPM5 in combination with in-house Matlab programs. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) maps were calculated based on preliminarily realigned images. 
Functional results were then spatially normalized to an ICBM-defined T1 standard space, followed by analysis of the activated cluster size, the t-scores, the functional 
contrast (i.e., Δs/s), and the source of activation. An activation threshold of p<0.05 was used with family-wise error (FWE) estimation for all data.  
Results: Table 1 shows the statistical result of the activation cluster size, maximum and average t-scores, as well as functional contrast Δs/s (subject averaged). Results 
from the mHASTE sequence were the most consistent across subjects. Figure 2 shows functional source images superimposed with activation and SNR maps from a 
representative subject.  Functional activation revealed by the mHASTE sequence was very similar to that observed in SE-EPI. The susceptibility induced signal voids 
and distortion at the prefrontal and temple areas in both EPI images were absent in the mHASTE images. The spatial SNR distribution of mHASTE closely resembled 
to that of SE-EPI, but the SNR values were much higher (note the different scales in the figure). Compared with GE-EPI, mHASTE also offered noticeably higher SNR, 
especially in gray matter. Additionally, the relatively homogenous SNR distribution in mHASTE indicated that the use of GRAPPA did not introduce noticeable 
spatial-dependent noise, an advantage over other parallel imaging techniques. Figure 3a shows a histogram of functional contrast ΔS/S of the activating voxels, and Fig. 
3b displays the voxel-wise functional contrast as a function of normalized voxel signal intensity, both from a representative subject. 
Discussion and conclusions: Consistent with previous literature [2], mHASTE showed 
significant activation on visual cortex with 20~30% lower functional contrast relative to SE-EPI, as 
indicated in Table 1.  Additionally, the normalized subject-averaged stimulus response curves were 
virtually identical between mHASTE and SE-EPI (data not shown). However, contrary to the 
similar cluster sizes and t-scores of HASTE and SE-EPI reported in Ref. [2], our mHASTE 
achieved only half the cluster size of and a notably lower t-score than SE-EPI. The halved cluster 
size of mHASTE can be a consequence of the higher statistical threshold we employed (as the 
t-map of mHASTE was flatter than that of SE-EPI; data not shown).  However, testing with a 
lower threshold of p<0.001 (uncorrected) revealed similar cluster size in both sequences. The decreased t-score from GE-EPI, SE-EPI to mHASTE may be explained by 
analyzing the sources of BOLD signals. At 3T, IV and EV effects each contributes approximately half to the BOLD signal [7]. GE-EPI is sensitive to both IV and EV 
effects from vessels of all sizes; therefore ΔS/S of GE-EPI displayed a wide range from 1% to > 10% as shown in Fig. 3a. With an extra refocusing pulse, SE-EPI 
suppressed EV effects from large veins and reflected mainly IV blood T2 changes and EV signal from small vessels [6], producing a narrower ΔS/S range (Fig. 3a). 
With multiple refocusing pulses as well as the time Tp, mHASTE further decreased the residual T2* effect and accentuated EV dynamic averaging. As a result, the 
BOLD sensitivity of mHASTE was further reduced, and more weighted towards microvascular networks where EV dynamic averaging constituted a greater part of 
BOLD signal, as evidenced by the narrowest ΔS/S distribution and reduced cluster size (Fig. 3a and Table 1). This explanation is further supported by Fig. 3b, in which 
certain components of ΔS/S increased with decreasing S for both GE- and SE-EPI, but not for mHASTE. This suggests partial dependence of ΔS/S on signal intensity in 
EPI but independence in mHASTE. Since EV effects are not dependent on S whereas IV effects are [7], our experimental data suggest that mHASTE carries more 
weight towards signals of EV origin.  
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that TSE BOLD with GRAPPA can obtain reliable BOLD activation on visual cortex. The use of GRAPPA resulted in a rather 
benign noise variation, thus is the method of choice for improving the temporal resolution. We have also observed evidence suggesting that mHASTE can be sensitive 
to EV BOLD effects around microvascular networks, offering more accurate function localization. 
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Table. 1 Subject-averaged (n=5) activation cluster size (in 
voxel number), maximum and average t-scores 
as well as functional contrast (mean ± SEM) of 
mHASTE, SE-EPI and GE-EPI (p<.05, FWE) 

 mHASTE SE-EPI GE-EPI 
Cluster size 2025 ± 610 4056 ± 950 8150 ± 777 
Max t-score 12.5 ± 0.6 16.2 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 0.3 
Ave t-score 6.8 ± 0.2 8.3 ± 0.2 9.3 ± 0.4 
ΔS/S (%) 1.10 ± 0.08 1.38 ± 0.10 2.04 ± 0.12 
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